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C/ETRM solutions crafted to
inspire those who lead the way

ü Best energy operations software
ü Best front office software
ü Best middle office software
ü Easy of using the system
ü Best cloud-based system
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Energy markets:
Tackling the need for speed with EPM
Secure value and manage volume and price volatility through risk-managed trading

Real-time operations, decentralized energy production,
changes in energy trading and increased competition and
customer expectations are coming at energy market
participants…FAST.
To be successful, they have to be agile enough to respond FAST
– and here is where digital transformation comes in. Making the
most of your assets is a prerequisite for staying competitive.
Through Energy Portfolio Management (EPM), market
participants support their operations across planning,
forecasting, and trading. With increasing renewable portfolios,
market complexity, regulatory requirements, and rising volatility,
companies must address risks in supply and demand while
managing fluctuations in volume and price without
compromising profitability or efficiency.
Hitachi Energy recognizes that in this era where electrification is
a major enabler of the energy transition, it takes next-level
solutions that can deliver the insights, real-time systems and
automation to navigate volatile commodity markets.
Energy portfolio management tools – digital and advisory – from
Hitachi Energy can help market participants make the most of
their assets by solving trade and asset optimization challenges
and providing guidance to help them select energy portfolios
with lower cost and risk.

They can also amplify their ETRM capabilities with modules
such as Portfolio Optimization, Load Forecasting, market
communication and Settlement and Energy Market Intelligence.
The Portfolio Optimization module delivers the Generation
Asset Management and Optimization capability, that supports
short-term to real-time generation unit and commitment
schedules. It provides sub-hourly updates to the SCADA system
to optimize a portfolio of physical assets and commercial
contracts and also supports bidding into markets by providing
buy or sell price signals to the trading group. Additionally, it is
capable of mid-term to long-term planning and risk
management, including the ability to stochastically simulate a
portfolio of assets and contracts to support hedging, generation
investment analysis, and structured energy contracts.
Market Analysis solutions such as Load Forecasting allow
market participants to forecast electricity demand and market
prices, plan, value assets and manage organizational risk in
order to improve their operational and financial performance.
This tool is powerful enough to span the timeframes needed to
support business decision making – from long-term strategic
decisions, scenario and risk analysis, dashboard and interactive
reporting and market intelligence, through to on-the-day
portfolio analysis and optimization, communications and
settlement.

Energy Portfolio Management helps our customers secure value
and manage volume and price volatility through risk-managed
trading. Especially in times of high wholesale price fluctuations,
it is crucial to choose the right products, purchasing time and
risk management when assembling a portfolio. A portfolio can
include fuel sources for power generation, technology and
power contracts for delivery and purchase, including financial
contracts.
Hitachi Energy’s Energy Trading and Risk Management (ETRM)
platform automates tasks and business processes that support
the entire trade cycle from deal capture and contract
management. Customers can use this solution to tackle
everything from pricing and complex fees, trade confirmations,
portfolio management and valuations, risk controls, collateral
and credit management, to settlement, and regulatory
compliance reporting.
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Market Communication and Settlement modules provide the
ability to interface with regional wholesale electricity markets.
The industry-leading module offers the functionality to
seamlessly submit bids, receive rewards, and provide shadow
settlements for these kinds of market operations. The
automation of bid and trade submittals provides speed and
accuracy, enabling market participants to respond to rapidly
changing market conditions.
Finally, good business decisions require good Energy Market
Intelligence. Energy executives, planners and analysts
constantly evaluate the markets to understand the effects of
tightening regulations, resource constraints, market volatility
and environmental pressures. But with the complex nature of
today’s energy markets, the process of gathering, modelling
and analyzing data to produce good intelligence, is a resourceintensive task. Hitachi Energy is a trusted advisor with tested
models and rigorous data that allows for the analysis of
changes in global energy markets and an assessment of our
customers’ portfolio risks.

|

With an integrated platform, our customers can rely on a single
source of truth for information, business analytics, reporting
and accounting integration – all with lower risks and lower cost
of ownership.
We already know that change is the only constant in the energy
and commodities market. The COVID-19 pandemic has taken
change to a whole new level, providing an “aha moment” that
calls into question existing assumptions and paradigms.
To be successful, market participants need to adapt fast.
With Hitachi Energy’s industry leading solutions, state-of-theart configurability, integration support, and flexible deployment
options (from on-prem to software-as-a-service), they can do
just that.
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Managing non-energy commodities
to enable the energy transition
Although electrification will drive us toward a carbon-neutral
future, that electrification currently relies on the availability of
non-energy commodities. While this may change over time,
considerable investments in commodities such as copper,
cobalt, aluminum, lithium and nickel (all carrying an
environmental impact of their own) are needed to effectively
reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions produced by
the burning of fossil fuels. These commodities are necessary

inputs to the equipment we rely on so heavily (wind turbines,
solar panels, batteries) to generate, transmit and store our
growing base of renewables and electric vehicles.
In 2017 the World Bank published a report called “The Growing
Role of Minerals and Metals for a Low Carbon Future,” which
includes the matrix below of metals and energy technologies:
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The current importance of these commodities is clear, however,
there are uncertainties and risks associated with their supply.
Those who follow these markets have recently witnessed a
rapid recovery of metal prices. After a decline in early 2020 due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, commodity prices have recovered
to their pre-pandemic levels per the Bloomberg Commodity
Index at the end of January 2021.
The expectation of sustained increased deployment of
renewables and electric vehicles raises questions around how
supply can meet demand and where prices are mostly likely to
rise with respect to these commodities.

Bloomberg Commodity index, in dollars: commodity prices are back at the level
from before the COVID-19 pandemic.
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As a result, commodity traders are facing an increasingly more
complex market where new entrants see opportunities to profit.
Price fluctuations are creating challenges that can affect cost,
pricing, earning and credit and ultimately, business
performance.

The good news is that commodity traders
can do a lot on their own to minimize risk.
An integrated Commodity Trading and Risk
Management (CTRM) system allows them to
keep tabs on market risk, credit risk, and
operational risk, as well as support for
logistics - all in one place.
Market Risk results from changes in market parameters which
affect all open positions, driven by market prices, and volatilities
in foreign exchange rates, spreads, interest rates, etc. A
modern, “live” C/ETRM system can capture and configure your
risk policy, and subsequently report critical impacts to the
position in near-real time, for immediate action, while notifying
decision makers when volumetric, value-at-risk and other limits
are reached.
Credit Risk is the risk the company is willing to take on over-thecounter transactions. It stems from counterparties not being
able or not willing to pay. Drivers include credit worthiness of
the counterparty, the mark-to-market of the deal, and
contractual terms like payment conditions, netting clauses, and
more. An integrated C/ETRM system allows to capture credit
scores, define credit limits per counterparty, manage collaterals,
and monitor credit exposure. Crucially, the C/ETRM system
allows for seamless integration with the accounting system to
receive payment information that update credit limits.
Lacking that single view is part of the Operational Risk. This risk
results from financial damage due to inadequate processes,
systems, human activities, as well as external events like natural
disasters. A highly configurable C/ETRM helps to navigate the
changes a business will go through and to capture customerspecific business processes, while implementing the necessary
controls.
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In order to improve operational efficiency and profitability in a
physical marketplace, traders recognize that an integrated and
agile solution that automates their front-to-back end processes
(with very robust logistics capabilities), is needed. Regardless of
commodity type, movement may mean from point of production
or storage and track delivery across all modes of transport –
from land, sea, rail, and container. Values are coming from the
purchase and sales deals captured in the C/ETRM system,
which is therefore the source. The organization will benefit from
automated workflows that provide alerts and notifications for
position changes, breaches of limits, completion of processes,
as well as auto-filling of internal and external documents, such
as bills of lading, product specifications, and certificates of
quality and compliance. Whereas financial positions are
typically closed out with offsetting contracts, physical trades
require the actual underlying commodity to be delivered at a
specified date.
Hitachi Energy’s TRMTracker supports the entire trading cycle
from trade capture and contract management, to portfolio
management, risk controls, collateral and credit management,
logistics and regulatory compliance reporting. It is designed for
both large and small enterprises, supporting multi-commodities,
and available as integrated or specialized best-of-breed solution
that integrate with and augment existing systems. With various
deployment options available today - from traditional onpremise to Software-as-a-Service, an integrated C/ETRM
solution is now within reach for any type of enterprise,
As the world becomes serious about sustainability and a low
carbon economy, the demand for the commodities that enable
renewable energy technologies is increasing. Managing the
complex and volatile path towards energy transition is
paramount, and therefore also means management non-energy
commodities.
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Trading in a renewable
energy market
Market demand for renewable energy continues to grow due to
governmental programs, increasing corporate initiatives and
“prosumers” choosing green energy. This not only causes
changes in how electricity is produced, it also significantly
impacts how energy is traded. The intermittent nature of
renewable resources has caused a move to short-term trading
and, decarbonization efforts are driving demand for tradable
certificates to offset CO2 emissions or to prove electricity was
generated by a renewable source. As a result, wholesale market
participants are facing increasing trade volumes at higher
speeds, which necessitates automation and market integration.

Are you equipped for trading in a renewable
energy market?

The world’s energy system is changing. For the first time,
renewables generated more electricity than fossil fuels across
the European Union, due to new solar and wind power projects.
Power systems have Intermittent Renewable Energy Sources
(IRES) as an increasing percentage of their energy mix, which is
impacting the wholesale power market. With outputs from wind
and solar being less predictable than thermal generators this
can lead to either an abundance of generated power at low
prices (even negative when the grid can’t absorb the excess) or
exactly the opposite, when there is less wind or sunshine than
forecasted and thermal generators are challenged to fill the gap.
Add to this the impact of localized generation on transmission
networks and it’s clear to see how markets become more
volatile as renewable energy supply increases. In the process,
valuation of forward generation capacity also becomes
uncertain, favoring short-term deal making, while exposure to
imbalance cost may increase.
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In order to successfully operate in this new market environment,
a modern Energy Trading and Risk Management (ETRM) system
must be employed.. Let’s take a further look at some of the
areas driven by the proliferation of renewables.

Distributed generation: a balancing act
One aspect of the energy transition is characterized by a shift
from traditional centralized generation to distributed generation,
caused by the deployment of renewables such as solar, wind
and even batteries. This introduces challenges for transmission
operators and new responsibilities for electricity providers. As a
result, they must engage in sophisticated energy contracting
and trading transactions to serve their load efficiently, profitably
and in a balanced fashion on a near real-time basis. For the
ETRM system this means having the ability to model both
simple and complex business processes.

Parsing for profit: portfolio management
Inefficiencies in the market typically offer opportunities for
trading, but at the same time, market price volatility also may
introduce a greater exposure to risk. In a highly competitive
market with frequently dropping prices (due to large quantities
of renewable supply during the day with almost no variable cost)
energy suppliers must be on top of their game when it comes to
sourcing and serving load to achieve reasonable margins.
Deploying next-generation technology with a state-of-the-art
ETRM system, such as TRMTracker, will optimize operations by
helping to do the right things and do them right. That means
when managing a power portfolio, the portfolio manager must
be able to ‘parse’ it; analyze and discover implications by slicing
and dicing the data until arriving at the right level of detail for
analysis.

Intraday markets: real money in real time
markets
The emergence of renewable electricity generation has caused
a shift to short-term and intraday trading. Traders use the
intraday market to optimize their position to reduce risks
associated with unexpected imbalance prices charged by the
TSOs, while others see the intraday market as an important tool
for their portfolio management. Renewable generation is less
predictable, which introduces volatility, where positions may
change rapidly, and decisions are based on multiple information
sources. To manage exposures and capitalize on opportunities,
a live, real-time system with automated market connections to
the spot markets is required.
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Decarbonization: the back office is no longer
an afterthought
Organizations are increasingly looking to reduce their
environmental footprint, which leads to the direct purchase from
renewable generators. As a result, power purchase agreements
with wind farms provide an important growth opportunity and
subsequently lead to increased volumes of Guarantee of Origin
certificates (GoO). Besides, GoOs are tradable products,
allowing organizations to achieve environmental targets and
objectives. A next-generation ETRM system enables the capture
and settlement of more complex structured products for market
differentiation and cross border operations. At the same time,
the increasing volumes of GoO cancellations and customer
demands have awakened both risk managers and legal
departments to pay attention to the associated risk in GoO
deals. To manage this operational risk, a “new era” ETRM
enables to automate the end-to-end GoO/REC tracking and
management of processes from generation to assignment and
retirement or expiration.

Digitalization: integration and automation
In this era of renewable energy and volatile commodity markets,
relying on traditional end-of-day processes is just not good
enough. Increasing trading volumes and velocity introduces an
environment where time is money that can only be successfully
navigated with the help of automation and solid integration with
other systems and markets. A modern ETRM system relies on
an architecture that has embedded middle-ware technology
that supports ease-of-integration including market-connections.
Additionally, enterprises need innovative ways to optimize
workflows. The combination of ease-of-integration and a highly
configurable ETRM system, allows to first “digitize” by being
able to capture all required information, and subsequently apply
rule-based automation of mundane tasks.

Pioneering technology leader
With Hitachi Energy as a partner, companies can reinvent
themselves, transforming traditional business models and
accelerating growth while trading in a renewable energy market.
As a pioneering technology leader in the new ETRM era, we cocreate value together with our customers and leverage our
21st‑century platform to provide them with their desired
outcomes.
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Pioneering ETRM:
How we add value to enhance your value

While we are having fun doing it, we do not create our C/ETRM
software for ourselves, we do it to help our customers getting
their job done: energy /commodity trading and risk
management. The core of being a next generation C/ETRM
supplier, is that we bring value to either reduce their pain, or to
enable them to gain, i.e. take on new activities they could not do
before. However, the C/ETRM system has no value unless the
customer uses it. Integrating his resources, skills, knowledge
with those of our C/ETRM is when value is created.

What we are after is not a better product
but a better customer: How we add value
to enhance your value!

The 2021 Energy Risk Software Survey listed Hitachi Energy
(then Hitachi ABB Power Grids) in 28 #1 rankings, including Best
Front office software, Best Middle office software, Best Energy
operations software, Ease of Using the system, and Best Cloudbased system. However, as a company we engage with
customers on the basis that value is only created with them, not
for them, that is the best medicine only helps when the patient
plays his part. In doing so, value is realized, and the customer is
getting what he wants to help him to get the job done.
Following are some examples where Hitachi Energy’s
TRMTracker C/ETRM system either relieve the client – from
tasks he doesn’t want to do, reduce cost and risk, or doing
things more easy and efficiently – or, enable him to achieve
goals or perform tasks that he would not achieve otherwise.
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Higher productivity

Future-proof system

• TRMTracker can automate the trade life cycle, streamlining
business operations and reduce workload, because it
provides integrated front-to-back functionality supporting
automated workflow processing.

• TRMTracker adapts to evolving business operation processes
because it offers highly configurable and extendable
functionality.

• TRMTracker connects to external third-party system and
Trading Platforms, like exchanges, because it includes
embedded middleware, supporting modern integration
formats such as REST API web services.
• TRMTracker enables users to easily create reports with
minimal training, because it provides the powerful and popular
proprietary Excel Add-in module that allows to create reports
in Excel and deploy them back into TRMTracker as native
reports.
• TRMTracker optimizes workflows in the back office and
supports advanced automation such as Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) because the settlement functionality is
highly configurable to capture rule-based invoice processing
that therefore can receive the full benefits of RPA.

User satisfaction
• TRMTracker facilitates a positive user experience and user
system adoption because of its modern look ‘n feel that is
designed to focus on the end-user with intuitive navigation
and usability features.
• TRMTracker reduces data entry in the front office because it
provides a repository of smart Deal Templates that can be set
up by the user and that are pre-populated for product trades
including necessary pricing or cost formulas, so that only the
minimum amount of data needs to be keyed in, such as price
and delivery period.
• TRMTracker establishes a single source of data facilitating
data analysis, because of ease of integration with other
systems as well as innovative reporting capabilities,
such as user-created reports in Power BI that can be used
within TRMTracker using the drill-in functionalities.

• TRMTracker scales as volume increases or operations grow
because it employs scalable multi-tier web-based client/
server architecture.
• TRMTracker supports phased-approach implementations
because it is available as Enterprise and Non-Enterprise/
Software-as-a-Service version with easy migration ability.

Peace of mind
• TRMTracker mitigates risk by keeping taps on market risk,
credit risk, and operational risk because it provides a “live”
integrated system that can capture and configure your risk
policy, and subsequently report critical impacts to the position
in near real-time, for immediate action, while notifying
decision makers when limits are reached. (Risk is never a
problem, if you manage it, otherwise it is a problem)
• TRMTracker unburdens IT and lowers cost because it offers
deployment options including remote hosting and Softwareas-a-Service subscriptions.
• TRMTracker protects your data and data access because it
employs username/password access with two-factor
authentication and utilizes an action-based security model to
the system’s capabilities and business objects.
• TRMTracker ensures compliance with regulatory reporting
because it includes reporting capability for such regulations
as REMIT, EMIR, and MIFID2.

With Hitachi Energy as a partner, companies
can reinvent themselves, transforming
traditional business models and accelerating
growth. In co-creating value together with
our customers, leveraging our 21st‑century
platform, positions Hitachi Energy as a true
pioneer of the new C/ETRM era.
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Charging ahead:
Battery storage in energy trading

As renewable energy resources become a more dominant part
of the energy mix, battery storage solutions become critical to
help optimize renewable assets and balance a grid that is
increasingly populated by intermittent energy sources such as
wind and solar. However, as renewable energy continues to be
promoted as the path to meeting our energy transition goals,
any short supply in the market will greatly impact market prices.
This offers battery storage owners an opportunity to monetize
and profit from their assets, provided they equip themselves
with digital solutions that enable the required automation and
visibility: Charging ahead – Battery storage in energy trading.
Energy storage projects alongside an electricity network are
necessary to achieve the decarbonization goals that countries
have set for themselves. With outputs from wind and solar being
less predictable than thermal generators, batteries are set to
become increasingly critical in the power market as backup to
supply (discharge) or absorb (charge) electricity. With such a
pivotal function, battery storage owners are in position to take
advantage of potential revenue opportunities in an increasingly
volatile power market as the share of renewable generation
grows.
With wind or solar projects as primary generation sources,
energy storage is most commonly used in balancing markets
and ancillary services such as frequency control, regulation,
and load balancing. Because of the frequency of these underor over-supply situations, the guarantee to deliver or absorb
power at specific times in a stressed market is of value and
brings the opportunity for profit; the market will pay both for
withdrawing power and storing power.

Both technology and knowledge play a role as organizations
attempt to navigate the speed at which the market operates as
well the (lack of) predictability of the market. Smart automation
through algorithms may not cover each scenario, especially
those during unexpected and abnormal conditions.
Companies that participate in the wholesale power market can
employ various tools to support and optimize their trading
capabilities, from determining future power prices, to position
visibility, and increasing responsiveness that enables them to
dispatch assets at the most profitable times.

Market access:
An Energy Trading and Risk Management (ETRM) system
automates tasks and business processes that support the
entire trade cycle from deal capture and contract management.
The ETRM system will allow market participants to tackle
everything from market pricing, fees, trade confirmations,
position management and valuations, risk controls, collateral
and credit management, to settlement, and regulatory
compliance reporting. Direct connections with trading venues,
like spot markets can be established, while supporting
automated / algorithmic trading solutions.

Price forecasting
The functions in the ETRM system can be leveraged when the
overall solution is equipped with an integrated ability to forecast
short (and long-term) power prices. For the short term forecast
a Neural Network method will be performed, while long-term
forecasting may employ a number of methods. Under the Neural
Network method, historical data inputs are divided into train and
test sets. By taking the train data set, the method performs
optimizations in an iterative fashion and provides the optimized
model parameters. Those model parameters are used in the test
data for the model validation. Once the models are validated the
optimized, model parameters with new input data are fed in the
model for the price forecasting
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Portfolio optimization
Portfolio optimization improves a portfolio’s operation by
modeling detailed unit operating constraints and market
conditions to provide a generation schedule for energy and
ancillary services, support the evaluation and pricing of
potential short-term transactions, and facilitate the analysis and
simulation of deterministic scenarios. It provides comprehensive
modeling and excellent optimization capabilities, which enable
generating companies to schedule resources, meet a wide
range of operating and business constraints, minimize operating
costs, and/or maximize profitability.
Trading around battery storage assets is challenging and no
single model may fit across markets. It demands sophisticated
tools that have the flexibility to model business processes and/
or the integration capability to import proprietary attributes for
customer-specific valuation purposes. In addition, a nextgeneration ETRM system that supports near real-time
operations offers experienced traders the opportunity to step in
and take control in situations where human intervention is
needed to navigate unexpected volatile market conditions
because algorithmic models fall short.

|
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The latest battery energy storage systems (BESS) are now at a
scale where they can be used as a flexible asset that stores
clean energy which can be dispatched to the grid with
potentially attractive revenues. Especially as the owner grids is
experiencing capacity limitations of transmission lines to
facilitate the growing renewable generation, dispatchable BESS
solutions will help stabilize the grid. BESS asset owners
participating in the market can utilize tools to support multiple
strategies to monetize their assets. In addition, it provides other
market participants the ability to offer new services to their
customers.

Hitachi Energy delivers the digital solutions
enabling the required automation to charge
ahead with trading around battery storage.
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ETRM puts wind in the sales of
renewable asset owners
The realities of feed-in tariffs and renewable projects without
subsidies have subjected renewable asset owners to wholesale
electricity prices. This has increased their risk exposure; their
ability to manage this risk is key to maintaining their competitive
position. Market participants know that a sophisticated software
system is required to determine the risk/reward strategy that will
help them successfully navigate this competitive environment.
ETRM puts wind in the sails of renewable asset owners.
The value of renewable generation assets depends more and
more on the expectations of the future price of electricity in the
wholesale market. To deal with long-term market risk, corporate
Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) have been used. However,
PPAs with off-takers such as industrial and B2B counterparties,
may not cover all the long-term risk and therefore market
participation might be a viable option that provides access to
products and instruments to better manage this risk.
Market risk is defined as the variation of future earnings due to
changes in market conditions. Unlike the typical developer’s risk
associated with capital expenditure and construction of
renewable projects, the risk of price exposure is significant as is
the risk of loss for investments, also known as value at risk.

Consequently, with the wholesale electricity market being more
liquid and pricing more transparent, asset owners are investing
in expanding commercial capabilities to improve their ability for
handling their trading and risk exposure. Consider that
renewable players may be exposed to two markets: the DayAhead energy markets that allow to hedge against price
fluctuations that may happen in real-time, and the Real-Time
energy market that balances the dispatch of resources to meet
the real-time demand for electricity.
A renewable asset owner must have strong market origination,
trading, hedging, and risk management capabilities to
successfully operate in the wholesale market. This includes the
ability to execute a variety of complex purchase and sale
agreements (physical and financial) that effectively lock in
electricity prices as well as link them across commodities to
eliminate as much market risk as possible. Here is where a
state-of-the-art Energy Trading and Risk Management (ETRM)
system comes in.
Gartner defines an ETRM system as an integrated single or
modular solution that can capture and manage wholesale
energy market transactions, from execution to settlement,
invoicing, managing, and reporting market and credit exposures
for energy commodities. As a result, ETRM systems are critical
for managing and optimizing wholesale energy market positions
and risks in a rapidly evolving market.
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Core Elements of the ETRM System

Front office
Trading and
deal capture
Deal
Capture

Position
Reporting

Price Curve
Management

Scheduling and
Delivery

Deal Verification
& Confirmation

Valuation and
Risk Analysis

Credit Risk and
Analysis

Reporting

Contract
Administration

Settlement and
Billing

Accounting

Treasury

Middle office
Credit and risk
management

Back office
Settlement and
accounting

With the ability to model its entire portfolio of generations
assets, support contract management, capture market price
forward curves, and connect with spot markets, the ETRM
system enables the renewable asset owner to support a strong
risk framework and provide insights in its position, counterparty
risk, market risk, shape risk, and Value at Risk, as well as
perform portfolio management and risk mitigation. While stable
returns are no longer guaranteed, the ETRM system better
positions asset owners to take advantage of opportunities that
may increase them.
Of course there are varying degrees of tolerance for risk. Even if
the appetite for risk is lower, with less emphasis on trading, a
modern, integrated ETRM system enables asset owners to view
sales risk exposure of all their assets in the medium and longer
term. In addition, they can run What-If scenarios to visualize
how risk can be reduced or assess the value at risk impact
when adding a new project or portfolio. At the same time, the
system allows them to keep tabs on short-term exposure and
whether the position is balanced at various locations and what
the monetary impact may be.

Renewable asset owners need to be agile in order to rapidly
meet and respond to changing competitive conditions of the
wholesale power market. Moreover, digitalization, automation
and integration become mandatory for these participants to
handle the increasing trade volumes at higher speeds forwardthinking renewable players recognize that spreadsheet based
systems lack risk controls, near-real time position updates and
the ability to comply with regulatory reporting. Cloud-based
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) ETRM systems have become
more accessible and serve as those crucial digital solutions that
help businesses become more agile as the landscape changes,
providing them with the latest innovations and emerging
technologies through automatic updates.
For renewables asset owners to thrive, they need to be
prepared to proactively manage their sales risk. To be clear, a
risk is never a problem. A risk is something that can happen but
hasn’t happened yet. As long it is a risk, it can be managed
(provided, of course, you are properly equipped to do so). With
the right ETRM solution, you can take the wind out of your
competition’s sails!
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